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Abstract—Propose a novel approach of rule extracting 
based on attribute significance and decision classification 
(REBSC). Condition attributes are only discretized with 
their own features in local discretization theory, and the 
eventual rule set normally can be achieved after attribute 
reduction. The REBSC approach given in this paper makes 
the most of each condition attribute significance and 
classification object, generates minimum decision rules 
without attribute reduction. Experiment one fully 
demonstrates the reasonability of the REBSC algorithm. 
Experiment two further proves its validity and testifies the 
significance of breakpoint division. 
 
Index Terms—rough set, attribute significance, 
discretization, decision rule, attribute reduction 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Rough set theory, which was originated by a Poland 

mathematician Z. Pawlak, is a kind of mathematic theory 
on analyzing imprecise data. Its characteristic is to find 
out the law of problem with similar fields, ascertained by 
indiscernible relations and classes, directly from data 
rather than their characteristics or descriptions given in 
advance [1] *.  

Machine learning is to extract knowledge from data. 
Knowledge discovery, based on rough set, mainly utilizes 
the information system to represent knowledge and 
creates the knowledge system with data preprocessing, 
attribute reduction, rule generation, etc[2]. Generally, 
each of records in a decision system is regarded as a 
decision rule. But there is no widely practical meaning 
for training samples. Therefore, we can find something in 
common among samples and obtain a few meaningful 
decision rules nothing but attribute discretization [3].  

Generally, discretization algorithms consist of two 
categories: local discretization algorithms (LDA) and 
global discretization algorithms (GDA). LDA neglect 
influences of other attributes in the process of single 
attribute discretization. As a result, some important 

                                                        
* Corresponding author 

relations containing in data are easily destroyed. GDA 
are often so much the better because of their 
consideration of interactions between attributes. This 
paper gives a novel approach of rule extracting based on 
attribute significance and decision classification 
(REBSC). The REBSC algorithm belongs to GDA and 
fully considers the significance and the relationship to 
decision classification for each condition attribute during 
generating decision rules [4]. Each of condition attributes 
is discretized in descending order of significance before 
ultimate decision rules being generated. The discretized 
decision table usually requires sequent reduction in order 
to eliminate redundant rules in rough set theory. The 
decision table, generated by the REBSC in this paper, 
does not require reduction any more, but also shows 
higher recognition accuracy with minimum breakpoints 
as well as shorter rule.  

II.  CONCEPTIONS 
A.  Knowledge Representation System and Decision 
System 

A decision knowledge system, also called a decision 
table, is a knowledge representation system in the form 
of ),,,( fVAUS =  along with condition attributes 
and decision attributes. Here, U  is a universe of 
non-empty finite set. DCA ∪=  indicates a 
non-empty finite set too. Φ≠Φ= DDC ,∩ , where 
C  represents the condition attribute set and D  is the 
decision attribute set. ∪

Aa
aVV

∈

= , where aV  is the 

value function of attribute a  and V is a codomain. 
Function aVUf →:  is a single mapping. 

For Ux ∈∀ , aVUf →:  enable x  own a unique 

value in aV  when x  is given the attribute a .At the 

same time, for Ux ∈∀ , there are two sequences in the 
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form of ))(),...,(( 1 xcxcC n  and 

))(),...,(( 1 xdxdD m . Decision rules can be represent 

by )(),...,()(),...,( 11 xdxdxcxc mn → [5-8]. 

Definition 1: For AB ⊆  in decision table S , if 
there are two different objects yx,  with the same 
condition attribute value in the attribute set B and they 
belong to different classification respectively, then x  
and y  are inconsistent in relation to B , else they are 
consistent in relation to B . 

Definition 2: For any attribute subset AB ⊆ , the 
indiscernibility relation )(BIND  is defined as 

))},(),((
,),(|),{()(

byfbxf
UUyxyxBIND

UyUxBb =∀∀∀
×∈=

∈∈∈
. 

Definition 3: The indiscernibility relation )(BIND  

divides U  into such tXXX ,,, 21  as t  
equivalence classes. The dividing is denoted as 

)(/ BINDU . Bx][  is a set in which all of elements 
exist in U and are equivalent to x  by the action of 

)(BIND [9,10]. 

B.  Description of Discretization 
 Rough set theory can only process discretized data. 

We can find out something in common among samples in 
the process of attribute discretizing. Therefore, it is 
highly important for rule generation to discretize the 
continuous attributes in a decision system. 

 Assuming [ ]aaa rlV ,= , al  and aV  are given by 

a
aaaa

a rccccl
akak

=<<<=
+110  (1) 

[ ) [ ) [ )aaaaaa
a akak

ccccccV
1110

,,, 2 +
∪∪∪= (2) 

For any breakpoint set ( ) ( ) ( ){ }a
k

aa cacaca ,,,,,, 21  in 

aV , a classification aP  in aV is defined as 

aP = [ ) [ ) [ ){ }aaaaaa
akak

cccccc
1110

,,,,,, 2 +
 (3) 

A new decision 
table ( )PPp fVAUS ,,,=  can be defined by any 

a
Aa

PP ∪
∈

= , where 

( ) ( ) [ )1, +∈⇔= i
a

i
a

aa
P ccxfixf . For Ux ∈ and 

},,0{ aki ∈ , the old decision system will be replaced 
by a new one after discretization[11,12]. 

Discretization is essentially to divide the codomain of 
condition attributes into amount of intervals with selected 
breakpoints. Each interval is corresponding to a discrete 
value generally in form of an integer. All values of old 
attributes which belong to the same interval will be 
combined into a discrete value. As a result, the process of 
discretizaiton is the process of breakpoint selection. 
There are many methods to measure a discretization 

scheme to the decision table including the precision of 
classification, the number of breakpoint, the length of 
rule, the number of rule, the entropy of condition 
information, etc. [13] 

C.  Fuzzy C-Mean Cluster Algorithm 
The REBSC algorithm in this paper discretizes 

samples via two stages. It mainly solves the significance 
of each attribute in one stage and extracts rules in another. 
The fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) cluster algorithm is organized 
to discretize samples in 1st stage. The number of cluster 
center is regarded as the number of decision 
classification. The cluster analysis is an important 
method of non-supervision study, its purpose is to divide 
given data into a certain number of meaningful clusters 
and to be most similar among intra-cluster objects but 
most diverse among inter-cluster objects [14-16]. The 
FCM cluster algorithm, which is designed simply and 
realizably, is a widely applicable method of attribute 
fuzzification. FCM has been applied in many areas 
successfully. 

The FCM cluster algorithm ascertains a sample belong 
to a kind of cluster with the degree of membership. 
Let { }nxxxX ,,, 21=  be a sample space. We divide 

X  into m  classifications, where m  is a positive 
integer which is bigger than one. X  can be denoted by 
a fuzzy matrix )( ijuU = , where iju  is the degree of 

membership for the sample j  belonging to the cluster 
center i . The object function of FCM is defined as 

 

2

1 1
),(min ij

c

i

n

j

m
ijm dCJ ∑∑

= =

= μμ  (4) 

Where 
],1[],,1[],1,0[ njciuij ∈∈∈ , 

1
1

=∑
=

c

i
ijμ , ),0(

1
n

n

j
ij ∈∑

=

μ  
 

 We can educe two iterative formulas (5) and (6) for 
the object function with the lagrangian multiplier 
method. 

∑∑
==

=
n

j

m
ijj

n

j
iji xc

11
μμ  (5) 
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2

1
1

−

=
∑ ⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎜
⎝

⎛
=

mc

k kj

ij
ij d

d
μ  (6) 

 Here c  is the number of clusters, n  is the number 
of samples, ic  is the center of fuzzy group i  and ijd  

is the euclidean distance between the cluster center i  
and the sample j . ),1[ ∞∈m  is the fuzzy weighted 

index. We can achieve the optimized fuzzy division *U  
with above iterative formulas in FCM algorithm, where 
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cnijU ×= ][ ** μ [17, 18]. 

D.  Attribute Significance 
 The relevance, between condition attributes and 

decision attributes, reflects the significance of condition 
attributes in a decision table. Therefore, the number of 
potential values of decision attributes indicates the 
significance of condition attribute relative to a decision 
attribute when a condition attribute has a value. If 
potential values of decision attributes are unique when a 
condition attribute gets a value θ , the value of condition 
attribute can ascertain the decision attribute uniquely. As 
a result, we need not take into account other condition 
attributes whenever condition attributes own the value 
θ  in the process of rule generating. 

 Definition 4: ∑
=

=
n

i i
a ln

M
1

11
 is the significance of 

the attribute a  in a decision system, where Aa ∈ , 
n  is the radix of { }naaa VVV ,1, ,, , il  is the number 
of potential values of the decision attribute when a  is 

iaV , . 

The definition 4  shows that bigger value of aM  
is in a decision system, stronger the decision capability 
of the attribute a  is. Whenever a condition attribute in 

}{a  is iaV ,  and the same value for all x  and y  in 

U  are consistent in relation to }{a , then we give the 

maximum value one to aM . The corresponding 
condition attribute can be regarded as the unique 
condition attribute in decision rules.  

III.  ALGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS 

A.   Primary Idea of Algorithm 
In a decision system, decision rules generally are 

stronger relative to condition attributes that are more 
significant. It means that attributes with higher 
significance are stronger in terms of decision capability. 
Our REBSC algorithm in this paper discretizes samples 
via two stages. The purpose of the first stage is to 
discretize continuous attributes in a decision system with 
FCM in which the number of cluster centers is the 
number of decision classifications. And then we can 
ascertain the significance for every condition attribute 
according to definition 1. Sort all condition attributes in 
descending order on their significances. In the second 
stage, each of discretized attribute value is invariant for 
the condition attribute which owns the highest 
significance. Other attributes divide intervals again in 
descending order of significances based on classification 
objects. Finally, we can achieve a decision table and 
decision rules after removing repetitive objects. 

B.   Descriptions of Algorithm  
Condition attributes are only discretized with their 

own features in local discretization algorithm. We 

normally need to reduce attributes further so as to get the 
eventual rule set. The REBSC algorithm given in this 
paper belongs to global discretization algorithms. It fully 
considers the significance for every condition attribute 
and the core of decision classification in the process of 
discretization. As a result, the number of generated 
decision rules decreases without attribute reduction. 

Algorithm of rule extracting based on attribute 
significance and decision classification 

Input: training sample set D ; 
Output: the decision rule table Dtable ; 
Let )},{,,( fVAUS a=  be a decision knowledge 

system, n  is the number of condition attributes, { }d  
is a decision attribute set and Dtable  is empty initially, 

)},{,,( '''' fVAUS a=  is the same as S  in 
structure; 

Step 1 Organize the sample set D  into the decision 
system S  after preprocessing; 

Step 2 SS =0 , 1=i , 'S  is empty and B  is 
empty; 

Step 3 Discretize every condition attribute in S  with 
FCM. k  is the number of cluster centers which is the 
number of decision classifications; 

Step 4 Calculate the significance for every attribute in 
S . Sort all condition attributes in descending order on 
their significances. Suppose the order of condition 
attributes is nCCC ,,, 21 ; 

Step 5 Assign the column of attribute 1C  and 
decision attribute in S  to 'S ; 

Step 6 Add iC  to B . Let tXXX ,,, 21  be the 

partition of 'U  divided by )(/' BINDU . Remove all 
partitions, which have no inconsistent objects, from 'S  
and add all objects in them to Dtable . Suppose the 
remained partition is }',,','{' '21 tXXXX . At the 
same time, find out those objects corresponding to 
partitions removed from 'S  and remove them from 0S . 

Go to 15 if 'S  is empty; 
Step 7 1ii += , go to 15 when ni > ; 
Step 8 Add the column of iC  in 0S  to 'S ; 

Step 9 Let the partition for U  divided by 
})({/ dINDU  be },,,{ 21 kXdXdXdXD . 

Step 10 Calculate intersections between each subset 
)',,2,1(' tjX j =  in 'X  and that in 

},,,{ 21 kXdXdXdXD .Get the partition 

)',,2,1}(int,,int,{int 21 tjInt jkjjj = .Suppose 

the partition set to all subsets of 'X  is 
},,,{ '21 tIntIntIntINT ; 

Step 11 For every 
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)',,2,1}(int,,int,{int 21 tjInt jkjjj = do step 12 
to step 15 

Step 12 Calculate the maximum value and the 
minimum value of all objects in jkjj int,,int,int 21  
respectively and then generate partition intervals, where 
the minimum value is the left end point and the 
maximum value is the right end point in every partition 
interval. Suppose the codomain of iC  is divided into 

},,{ 21 jkjjj PartPartPartPart . We can get k  
intervals totally; 

Step 13 Sort the interval sequence 

jkjj PartPartPart ,, 21  in ascending order on the 
position of left end point belonging to each interval.  

Step 14 Select two intervals which have intersection 
but common endpoint and lie foremost in order of sorted 
intervals. Redivide intervals front-to-rear. That is to say, 
every two interfacing end points can ascertain an interval. 
Sort the interval sequence in ascending order on the 
position of left end point belonging to each interval 
again. 

Step 15 Repeat 14 until any two intervals have no 
intersection but common endpoint 

Step 16 For every )',,2( tjPart j =  select 
every interval according on the left endpoint of the 
interval in ascending order . Insert the selected interval 
to 1Part  with the interval Combination method in 
C  section. 

Step 17 If there is no common end point between two 
neighbor intervals of 1Part , then treat the mean value 
of neighbor end points as the common end point. Replace 
discretized intervals of iC  with discretized values. 

Update the value of attribute iC  in 'S  with a 
corresponding discretized value according to its interval 
and go to step 6; 

Step 18 Delete all repetitive objects in Dtable . 

C.   interval Combination method 

Combine )',,2( tjPart j =  to 1Part . Select one 

interval in jPart . Suppose the interval is 

jpPart .There are four cases for jpPart and 

kPart1 which is conterminous with jpPart . How to 

combine jpPart  with 1Part  is described as 
following. There are four different situations (shown in 
Fig. 1) when descript the relationship between jpPart  

and a pair of intervals kPart1  and 1,1 −kPart  in 

1Part . Firstly set the label not to be updated for each 

interval in 1Part  before jpPart  being combined. 

Suppose endPart ,1  to be the last interval of 

1Part .This is to say endPart ,1  has the biggest value of 

left end point in all 1Part ’s intervals. Each interval is 

described as ],[ ppjp rlpart = , 

],[ 111,1 −−−
= kkk

rlpart , ],[,1 kkk
rlpart = ,

],[,1 endendend
rlpart = . We label every interval 

with flag (e.g., kPart1  is not updated if 

0)( 1 =kpartflag , or else 1)( 1 =kpartflag ). Four 

different situations of combining jpPart  into 1Part  
are described as following. 
 

 

 (a) Let 1)( 1,1 =−kpartflag  if 

0)( 1,1 =−kpartflag , or else divide 1,1 −kPart  into 

),[ 1 pk ll −  and ],[ 1−kp rl , number all intervals of 

1Part  again sorting by the left end point of each 

interval in ascending order. The interval ],[ 1−kp rl  will 

be the interval k and set 1)( 1 =kpartflag . There isn’t 

1,1 −kPart  when 1=k , so update kPart1  with 

],[ kp rl  and set 1)( 1 =kpartflag  

 (b) Update 1,1 −kPart  with ],[ 1 pk rl − , that is 

pk rr =−1 , if kp lr <= . At the same time, divide 

1,1 −kPart into ),[ 1 pk ll −  and ],[ 1−kp rl  with the left 

end point of jpPart  if 1)( 1,1 =−kpartflag , number 

all intervals of 1Part  again sorting by the left end point 

of each interval in ascending order. If kp lr >  and pr  

belongs to some one interval of 1Part , label the interval 
to be updated. 

 (c) If 0)( 1,1 =−kpartflag , update 1,1 −kPart  

with ],[ 1 pk rl − , or else update kPart1 with ],[ kp rl  and 

set 1)( 1 =kpartflag . 

Fig. 1 Situations of Combination 
jppart into 

1part  

1,1 −kpart kpart1

jppart

(a) 

(c) 

jppart

1,1 −kpart kpart1

(b) 

jppart  

1,1 −kpart kpart1

(d) 

jppart

11 −kpart
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(d) Update kPart1  with ],[ kp rl . If the right end 

point of jpPart belongs to some one interval of 1Part , 
label the interval to be updated, or else label the left 
neighbor interval to the right end point of jpPart in 

1Part  to be updated. If endk =−1 (i.e., 1,1 −kPart  

is the last interval of 1Part ), insert jpPart  into the 

last interval position of 1Part  directly. 

IV.  EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

A.   Experiment 1 
Our experiment is based on Matlab7.0. Table � shows 

some instances on turbine failure diagnosis from [19]. 
There are totally eleven omens. 

TABLE Ⅰ. 
 INSTANCES OF TURBINE FAILURE DIAGNOSIS 

S  
Omens Failure 

1S  2S 3S  4S  5S 6S 7S 8S 9S 10S 11S  d 
1 0.8 0.001 0.1 0.1 1 0.001 1 0.1 0.9 1 0.001 1 
2 0.8 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.001 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.9 0.001 1 
3 0.5 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.001 1 0.1 0.7 0.9 0.001 1 
4 0.8 0.001 0.2 0.2 1 0.001 1 0.1 0.9 1 0.001 1 

5 0.5 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.001 0.9 0.1 0.7 0.9 0.001 0 

6 0.5 0.9 0.001 0.8 0.001 0.8 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.8 0 
7 0.5 0.9 0.001 0.8 0.001 0.8 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.9 0 
8 0.6 0.7 0.001 0.9 0.001 0.5 1 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.7 0 
9 0.4 0.7 0.001 0.7 0.001 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.6 1 
10 0.3 0.9 0.001 0.9 0.001 1 0.001 0.8 0.1 0.001 0.9 0 
11 0.2 0.7 0.001 0.8 0.001 1 0.001 0.8 0.001 0.001 0.8 0 
12 0.2 0.6 0.001 0.6 0.001 0.9 0 0.7 0.001 0.001 0.6 0 
13 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.001 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.001 0.1 0 
14 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.05 0.001 0.001 0.1 0.1 0.001 0.1 0 
15 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.001 0.8 0.001 0.3 0.1 0.001 0.9 0 
16 0.3 0.8 0.3 1 0.001 1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.001 1 0 
17 0.3 0.4 0.3 1 0.001 1 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.001 1 0 
18 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.6 0 
19 0.7 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.8 0 
20 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.001 0.001 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.001 0.9 1 
21 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.001 0.001 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.001 0.8 1 

 
The decision table, generated by REBSC algorithm, is 

shown in table II. Experiment results indicate the 
following conclusions:  

The significance is same for each condition attribute of 
samples. There are only six condition attributes in the 
decision table in the form of 
{ }7654321 ,,,,,, SSSSSSS and seven breakpoints 
(intervals are 13). The whole rules are ten with average 
lengths to 3.8.The result is shown in table III. Decision 
attributes drop 40 percent comparing with [19]. At the 
same time, intervals reduce 60 percent with three 
decision rules increasing. The REBSC algorithm in this 
paper can hold something common for samples and its 
classification is more reasonable. 

TABLE II 
DECISION RULE TABLE 

 
TABLE Ⅲ 

CORRESPONDING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISCRETE VALUE AND THE 
DISCRETE INTERVALS FOR EACH CONDITION ATTRIBUTE 

 Discrete Value 1 2 3

1S  interval （-∞,0.55） [0.55,∞）  

2S  interval (-∞,0.3) [0.3,0.6) [0.6,∞）

3S  interval （-∞,0.4505） [0.4505,∞）  

4S  interval （-∞,0.7） [0.7,∞）  

6S  interval （-∞,0.65） [0.65,∞）  

7S  interval （-∞,0.95） [0.95,∞）  

B.  Experiment 2 
1. Descriptions of Data Set  

In order to validate the performance of our algorithm, 
we have carried out a series of experiments with data 
samples in UCI which is a standard data set on machine 
learning. The description of experimental data set is 
shown in table IV. 

TABLE Ⅳ  
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Data Number of Condition 
Attribute 

Number of 
Classification 

Number of 
Sample 

diabetes 8 2 768 
ionosphere 34 2 351 

iris 4 3 150 
wine 13 3 178 
glass 9 6 214 

1S  2S  3S  4S 6S  7S d
2 1     1 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 3 1 2 2  0 
2 3 1    0 
1 3 1 2 1  1 
1 3 1 1   0 
1 2     0 
2 2     0 
2 3 2    1 
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2. Experiment Analysis 
We have completed ten experiments independently 

and obtained the average value through 10-fold cross 
validation technology. And we have verified the validity 
of our REBSC algorithm from five aspects, shown in 
table 5, including the accuracy, average breakpoints, and 
the average length of rule, average rules and the standard 
deviation. Experiment results indicate that the REBSC 
algorithm can obtain 99.71% recognition rate in 
ionosphere data set. We have got better result from other 
data sets and tested the validity of our algorithm. 

TABLE Ⅴ  
EXPERIMENT RESULT OF REBSC 

Data set Accuracy Average 
Breakpoints 

Average 
Length of 

Rule 

Average 
Rules 

Standard 
Deviation

iris 0.9553 6.4200 2.8651 14.7500 4.99 
wine 0.8829 21.27 3.1584 63.7700 7.23 

Ionosphere 0.9971 48.81 17.1401 54.2700 1.03 
diabetes 0.8282 111.3600 6.0148 512.1100 4.61 

glass 0.9400 68.0400 6.6548 129.3400 5.38 

Following are further analyses of experiment results 
for our algorithm. We have analyzed 100 times’ running 
results for different data set and primarily discussed the 
relationship between breakpoints and the average 
recognition rate. Fig.2 (a-f) show relationships between 
breakpoints and the average recognition rate on six 
different data sets respectively, including iris, wine, 
ionosphere, diabetes, glass and breast. Wave forms in Fig. 
1 indicate that the recognition rate rises with breakpoints 
in some intervals whereas it diminishes with breakpoints 
in some intervals. It further demonstrates the importance 
of reasonable breakpoint division (discretization of 
attribute). We would neglect something common among 
samples if breakpoints were divided too slightly. On the 
contrary, we might conceal differences among samples if 

breakpoints were divided too roughly. Therefore, we 
would achieve higher recognition rate if breakpoints 
were decreased properly, which is similar to the 
conclusion of [20] about that the discretized intervals 
should not hide patterns. 

. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

We propose a novel approach for rule extracting based 
on attribute significance and decision classification 
(REBSC). The approach concentrates on the 
classification object and makes the most of the 
significance for each condition attribute and 
classification objects during classification, generates 
minimum decision rules without attribute reduction but 
stronger decision ability. We have fully proved the 
rationality and validity for REBSC in experiment 1 and 2, 
respectively, and tested on five different UCI data sets. 
We also demonstrate the importance of breakpoint 
division.  
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